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Focus

1. Implications of uncertainty without robust risk management

2. Importance of robust risk management

Ø Strategic (technological) diversity

Ø Flexibility over time - Staging, signposts and optionality
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A Representative 100% “VRE-Centric” Path for the Electric Sector

Technologies and Management Practices

1. On-shore Wind

2. Off-shore Wind

3. Solar PV (rooftop and central station)

4. Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) with Storage 

5. Battery Storage

6. Pumped Hydro Storage

7. Thermal Energy Storage (TES)

8. Nationwide High Voltage Transmission

9. Customer Demand Response (DR)

2* “VRE” = variable renewable energy
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From a Risk Management Perspective, what are the Key Characteristics?

1. The Number
Ø Not just three (“wind, water and sun”)
Ø Instead nine (including various VRE, storage, transmission and DR)

(And more required for other sectors and negative emissions)

2. The Essential Nature of Each One
Ø Not “this OR that” 
Ø Instead “this AND that” 
Ø All of the technologies are required

(Plus other technologies for other sectors)

3. Meaningful Uncertainty in Achieving Them
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Each Element of the 100% VRE-Centric Path is Subject to Uncertainty

To simplify for this illustration, consider five elements of risk:
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1. Whether each wind and solar technology will be fully scaled given their land 
use requirements and impacts on system-level electric costs.

2. Whether a much larger nationwide high-voltage transmission network will be 
constructed given the cost, institutional challenges and public reaction.

3. Whether multi-week and seasonal storage technologies will become proven, 
economic and scalable. 

4. Whether demand management (and curtailment) will gain widespread 
acceptance from residential, commercial and industrial consumers.

5. Whether the system-level cost of full decarbonization using just these 
technologies will be cost-effective relative to other approaches.
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Robust Risk Management
The range of possible outcomes associated with these risk elements can be illustrated 
schematically. If all five are resolved, a 100% VRE-Centric path to full decarbonization 
would be successful. 
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100% VRE-Centric
    System costs Decarbonization 
   acceptable?

    Widespread
 demand response

   achievable? No

LT storage
proven & 
scalable? No

Expanded
transmission Partial or Delayed
feasible? No Decarbonization 

All VRE fully
scalable? No
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What is the Likelihood of Success without Robust Risk Management?

Even if each element is reasonably achievable, the cumulative chance of achieving all 
five is materially lower. Assuming each has a 90% chance of being realized, the 
likelihood of achieving all five is just 59%.
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100% VRE-Centric
    System costs Decarbonization =
   acceptable? (0.9 x 0.9 x 0.9 x 0.9 x 0.9 = 59%)

    Widespread
 demand response

   achievable? No

LT storage
proven & 
scalable? No

Expanded
transmission Partial or Delayed
feasible? No Decarbonization =

All RE fully
scalable? No

No

Likelihood of Success

59%

41%
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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How Would this Outlook Change with Technological Diversity?

VRE-Centric Path
1. On-shore Wind
2. Off-shore Wind
3. Solar PV (rooftop and central station)
4. Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) with Storage 
5. Battery Storage
6. Pumped Hydro Storage
7. Thermal Energy Storage (TES)
8. Nationwide High Voltage Transmission
9. Customer Demand Response (DR)

Additional “Flexible Base Technology” Paths
1. Dispatchable Renewable (advanced geothermal, bioenergy w/ CCS, etc.)

2. Advanced Nuclear (molten salt, etc.)

3. Fossil CCS (Allam cycle, etc.)
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Technological Diversity Increases the Likelihood of Success 
Pursuing multiple technology paths in parallel increases the likelihood of success. 
Assuming each of three other technology paths has an overall 50% chance of 
being realized* the likelihood of full decarbonization rises from 59% to 95%.
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* Note this 50% assumption is the overall likelihood of each flexible 
base technology path, not the risk elements underlying those paths. 
As such it is comparable to the 59% overall likelihood of the VRE-
Centric path and a conservative assumption in relative terms.
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This Insight Holds Across a Range of Assumptions

Every path has its own risks and tradeoffs, and people will differ on how to best 
assess those. But the central insight from this illustration – that technological diversity 
increases the odds of success – also holds across more pessimistic assumptions. 
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* Note, the baseline assumes:
• each VRE-Centric risk element has a 90% likelihood of being addressed which translates to an overall likelihood of 59%
• each of three flexible base technology paths is assumed conservatively to have an overall likelihood of 50%. 
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Staging, Signposts & Optionality Complement Technological Diversity

A phased innovation and deployment approach could provide additional flexibility 
and at a conceptual level be built on a straightforward three stage process. 
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1.
Innovation decisions 
across diverse priority 
technologies

Signposts
• Technical potential
• Cost potential
• Risk 
• Timeframe
• Others

2.
Innovation outcomes for 
each technology

Signposts
• Demo plant performance
• Demo plant costs
• Tech & cost learnings

3.
Decisions regarding 
whether & how to deploy 
each technology

Signposts
• Value in system
• Opportunity to scale
• Urgency to decarb
• Social acceptance
• Other tradeoffs

Tech 1, 2 ,3 … Not Promising

Investment Innovation
Decisions Outcomes Yes

Decisions
Tech A, B, C … Promising

No

Innovation

Deployment
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Numerous Analogies in Daily Life
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Getting to the Airport on Time 

• More than one possible route
• Option to change route on way
• Trade off speed and risk of delay

Getting a Good College Education 

• More than one application
• Option to transfer later
• Trade off location, culture & cost
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Robust Risk Management – Takeaways

• As seen in this electric sector illustration

Ø Due to uncertainty, relying on a single technology path reduces the 
likelihood of achieving full decarbonization in a timely manner.

Ø Technological diversity can materially increase the likelihood of success.

Ø Staging, signposts and optionality provide further flexibility to an 
approach based on technological diversity.  

• Applying these insights to the broader challenge of global decarbonization 
beyond the electric sector, while also meeting other critical social goals, 
increases their complexity but the concepts remain the same. 
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